Welcome to Mobility

IMPULSE PROGRAMME
for tech innovators
An intensive and steep learning curve experience

Magna Sponsorship
MODULE A 29 APRIL - 2 MAY
INDIVIDUAL ASSIGNMENTS MAY-JULY
MODULE B 10-12 JULY

The future promises incredible advances in technology, including electric and autonomous vehicles and brand-new ways to move. Through a culture of innovation, partnership and university support, we are defining and creating the future of mobility. As a sponsor of the 2019 Impulse Programme we are seeking exciting cross-sector innovation in a wide range of domains.

- ELECTRONICS & SENSORS
- MATERIALS & PROCESSES
- MANUFACTURING & ADVANCED ROBOTICS
- ELECTRIC POWERTRAINS & ENERGY STORAGE
- DATA, AI & SOFTWARE

APPLY NOW
Deadline 10 April 2019
maxwell.cam.ac.uk/programmes/impulse

CONNECT WITH US
magna.com